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A MESSAGE FROM
ROBERT MOORE
Managing Director

Welcome to the
Queensland Rugby
League’s Diversity and
Inclusion Framework
and Action Plan.
As the title suggests, this is a
significant initiative for the QRL and
one we’re immensely proud of.

It’s also about recognising the need
to adapt and evolve, as we strive to
grow our participation base.

In many respects, we are only at
the beginning of our journey, having
recently launched Queensland Rugby
League’s Female Strategy.

Importantly, the framework will guide
our entire organisation, meaning
we now have the foundations to
make the necessary alterations
to our business, providing
greater opportunities to be more
accepting and more inclusive of all
backgrounds.

It’s a journey that will take
commitment, courage and purpose
– traits that are already abundant
in these early stages when you
take into consideration the level of
collaboration across many sectors.
So why is diversity and inclusion so
important to our organisation?
From my perspective, this framework
provides an opportunity for us to
create a more inviting community
for all, enabling people from all
backgrounds to participate in the
‘Greatest Game of All’.
It’s about a game for everyone to
enjoy, no matter your gender, culture
or ability.

Ultimately, we see this framework
as the catalyst that will enable us to
deliver and facilitate new programs
and competitions, as well as other
forms of community and athlete
recognition.
All of this supports our ability to grow
as an organisation. These growth
opportunities are directly linked to
the QRL strategic objectives, and
have the ability to raise the image
and profile of rugby league in the
community.
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On the field, we hope to see an
increase to our talent pool across all
participation sectors; while off the
field, there is considerable scope to
raise our membership base and forge
more meaningful partnerships with a
whole-of-community focus.
As this framework guides us all into
a new era, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank everyone who
has been involved in this initiative to
date.
I would also strongly encourage you
to take the time to learn more about
our values and targets in these pages
as we come together for the good of
the game.
Best wishes.

Rob Moore
QRL managing director
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QRL INCLUSION STATEMENT
The QRL is committed to providing a safe, welcoming environment for
everyone who chooses to be part of the rugby league community by actively
promoting the principles of equality, fairness, social justice and community
values. We define these principles as:
i. Equality is about ensuring that any person who wants to participate in
rugby league is provided with equal opportunity.
ii. Social justice is about ensuring all people receive a “fair go” by providing
everyone with the opportunity to participate in the game.
iii. A commitment to understanding the impact of derogatory language on
rugby league participants based on gender, age, race, sexual orientation,
disablity, education, socio-economic background, family status,
geographic location and religion.
iv. Community values ensure we take a respectful approach to difference
and diversity between people to ensure they are treated with dignity and
courtesy.
.

WHY IS DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
IMPORTANT TO THE QRL?
The importance of diversity and inclusion at QRL is underpinned by our
appreciation of difference, the variety of knowledge that diversity creates,
opportunities to learn, and the ability to be creative and innovative.
The QRL Diversity and Inclusion Framework supports our ability to grow as
an organisation. These growth opportunities are directly linked to the QRL
strategic objectives, and include:

• Social benefits from wider community engagement and intercultural
harmony.

• Increasing ability to leverage rugby league to make a positive difference
across our diverse communities.

• Increasing membership base and participation growth.
• Increasing talent pool across all participation options.
• Raising the image and profile of the rugby league in the community.
• Developing partnerships with a whole-of-community focus.
• Increasing revenue and funding opportunities to further invest in diversity
and inclusion programs.
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OUR COMMITMENT TO DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION AT THE QRL
The QRL commitment is driven by the seven pillars of inclusion as
established by ‘Play by the Rules’.
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PARTNERSHIPS

The QRL is committed to partnering and
collaborating with leading organisations to
assist in achieving our diversity and inclusion
goals. Our commitment to partners is to
align our beliefs through open, honest and
respectful behaviour.

COMMUNICATIONS

The QRL ensures our communication is
reflective of the diversity across our community.
We are committed to telling the good news
stories from across the state to ensure we
celebrate the successes and inclusive nature of
our game.

POLICY

The QRL regularly review and update internal
policy to reflect our progressive commitment
to diversity and inclusion. Our focus on
‘Club Health’ will ensure our affiliates have
clear direction and guidance in developing
their policies to address issues with
effective solutions.

OPPORTUNITIES

QRL acknowledges the impact rugby league has
on our communities and the people within. We
understand our responsibility to unite and invite
more participants across all cross-sections
of our community, and that the opportunity to
participate in our game is an important part of
our state’s culture and identity.

https://www.playbytherules.net.au/got-an-issue/inclusion-and-diversity
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ACCESS

The QRL is committed to making rugby league
accessible to all who wish to be part of the
Rugby League community. This includes
supporting the development of facilities to meet
the needs of all individuals and communities,
ensuring participants in all parts of the state
have affordable and unrestricted access across
all levels of participation.

ATTITUDE

QRL Policies are reflective of our attitude
towards diversity and inclusion. Inclusiveness
is a core belief of the QRL and our staff will
lead the action across the state to become truly
inclusive. We lift capacity and lead the change
with our stakeholders by speaking openly and
working collaboratively.

CHOICE

The QRL is committed to making it easy for
people to participate in rugby league. This
includes a range of participation opportunities
across playing, coaching, volunteering,
officiating, administrating and consuming.
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OUR DIVERSE FOOTPRINT

HOW CAN YOU BE INCLUDED?

21+79O 8+92O
10+90O 10+90O
28+72O

Recent analysis of the Queensland Rugby League community included:

8%

21%

of players who identify as

of players who identify as

Aboriginal or Torres
Strait Islanders

Maori

10%

10%

of players who are

of players

female (24% growth on

born overseas

Participation in rugby league in Queensland extends across playing,
coaching, volunteering, officiating, administrating and consuming.
When joining the rugby league community, you are bound by the
games Code of Conduct and Member Protection Policy. These
documents underpin the QRL Diversity and Inclusion Framework
and ensure that all who wish to be involved in the game feel safe and
welcomed.
NRL MEMBER PROTECTION POLICY
NRL CODE OF CONDUCT

the previous year)

28%

175

of players with

Players participating in
Queensland are representative of

parents who were
born overseas

175 countries
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QRL DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION PLAN
2022

The QRL Diversity and Inclusion action plan specifically identifies our
goals and aspirations across across priority areas of gender, culture
and all abilities and are aligned to the themes of;

ALL PRIORITIES (CONTINUED)
• Conduct a diversity and inclusion audit across all
QRL HR policy and processes

CULTURE PILLAR

• Thriving participation
• Equitable services and space

• Develop a business case for procurements from

• Diverse and aware workforce
ALL PRIORITIES
• Acknowledgement of all bodies we are associated
with / memberships to be reflected in email
signatures and on the QRL website
acknowledging significant dates for QRL to
recognise

• Develop content in line with the above to

• Define systems and capability needs to track,

• Operation of a minimum of one event to draw

measure and report on RAP activities.  

attention to a respective pillar each year

opportunities to enable expansion across all
programs  

• Representation of all Pillars on the QRL and
Regional Boards

• Identify specific SLT and Board KPI’s relating to

• Establishment of the Maroons Foundation to

diversity and inclusion

support development and growth of programs
(by 2021)

• Ensure all QRL policy documents reflect the
visibility of the QRL Diversity and Inclusion
strategy

• Minimum of four social and inclusion partners for
the QRL by 2021

• Communicate key statistics and data and include
within Diversity and Inclusion framework
cultural awareness training when commencing
employment

• Identify and secure former Maroons players to act
as ambassadors

• Build an internal network of workplace champions

• Circulate Reconciliation Australia’s National
Reconciliation Week resources and reconciliation
materials to staff
Reconciliation and or NAIDOC week event

either NAIDOC / NRW event

diversity and inclusion across the QRL network.

• Identification of multicultural ambassadors that
currently work within our current rugby league to
support in the growth of participation in the game

• Organisational celebration and recognition of

• Join as an ambassador of the Multicultural Affairs
Queensland Ambassador Program

• Widespread implementation of the Youth

education, health, wellbeing and life lessons
(drivers license / birth certificates etc)

the game via Indigenous Round of Intrust Super
Cup

QRL departments.

multicultural members of our community that
currently play rugby league to understand how
the environment could be made more welcoming,
inviting

• Development of program framework enabling

• Celebrate Indigenous history and involvement in

• Trial dynamic working environments across all

Torres Strait Islander peoples to the game of
rugby league

Advocate Program specifically aimed at aiding
migrant or refugee communities to access the
game of rugby league, whether as a player, coach,
fan, administrator or umpire

• QRL to participate in at least one event to mark

• Identify learning and development opportunities in

• Identify strategies to increase Aboriginal and

multicultural community events (Cultural Diversity
Week; Harmony Day; WELCOMEfest; Eidfest)

• Encourage staff to attend either a National

and waters within the QRL territories

specifically working to promote diversity and
inclusion across rugby league

harassment training via Play by the Rules  

and state leagues, to recognise responsibilities as
a state organisation

• Develop full list of traditional owners of the lands

• Celebrate the achievement of volunteers

• All QRL staff to complete discrimination and

• Promote RAP amongst all Intrust Super Cup clubs

Islander cultures, histories and achievements with
in the QRL

aimed at educating communities on the impacts
of discriminatory behaviour and language

• Ensure all new & existing employees receive

externally)

• Develop awareness for Aboriginal and Torres Strait

• Provide targeted mental health education program

recognised at any key QRL event

• Development of focus groups, to speak with

• Celebrate RAP Launch with event (internally and
IMMEDIATE (2020 - 2021)

corporates to gather key learnings in order to
better grow our own programs

• Acknowledgement or Welcome to Country to be

endorsed by Reconciliation Australia - meet up to
four times per year to monitor and report on RAP
implementation: RAP Plan

• Meet with other sporting organisations and

• Identify grant and funding application

Strait Islander employment and or skills training
placements within affiliatesof the QRL

• Complete QRL Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP)

communicate work conducted and QRL messages

• Development of a Diversity and Inclusion calendar

across QRL employees for Diversity and Inclusion

• Engagement from the Maroons squad across

2022

IMMEDIATE (2020 - 2021)

• Develop a business case for Aboriginal and Torres

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander owned
businesses - join Supply Nation

programs during Origin camp and Christmas
window
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• All QRL sanctioned events to conduct health

• Approval of a QRL ‘Elevate’ RAP

checks ahead of play for Indigenous related
carnivals
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GENDER PILLAR

acceptable language within clubs

• Display pride flags at our desks and on our email

• Actions relating to the promotion and

signatures

development of female participation in rugby
league are highlighted in the QRL Female Strategy

• Understanding the numbers of LGBTIQ+
participants across QRL competitions

• Investing in educational tools and resources to

IMMEDIATE (2020 - 2021)

• Engage with Queensland Citizenship about

enable players, volunteers, coaches, support staff
and match officials to reach their potential in the
female game

provision of participation information and
membership information to engage with the game
of rugby league

IMMEDIATE (2020 - 2021)

• Provide policy documents on behaviour and

• Develop all abilities coaching and overall

• All QRL Leagues to offer All Ability Carnival

administration program

• Expansion of all ability rugby league programs into
schools

• Create a centralised portal of Queensland-wide all
abilities programs and where programs may be
accessed

• Creating sustainable participation across the state
supporting pathways for female players, coaches,
and match officials from community to elite level

• QRL representative to become a Male Champion
for Change ; have representatives in each region

• Securing a pipeline of investment in the female

game to ensure long-term facilities and resources
for our regions, local leagues and clubs

• Develop a rugby league Inclusive team to play
within the suburban competition

• Look to develop a statewide competition / carnival
2022

• QRL to become a member of Pride in Sport

ALL ABILITIES (CONTINUED)

or outlet for those with learning and perceptual
challenges

• All Abilities Gala Carnival in each region

• Tailoring promotion of the female game to

• Celebrate a Pride Round within the Intrust

increase fan engagement

Super Cup

• Partnering with organisations that actively
promote growth in the female game

• Celebrate Pride Round not just in Intrust Super

• Fostering equality by supporting females into

Cup but across all grassroots clubs

leadership and governance roles

• Recognise and celebrate IDAHOBIT Day ; Pride

• Identify and provide access to development

Month and other key dates on the LGBTIQ+
calendar throughout the year

opportunities specifically targeted at female
leaders.

• Identify further gender neutral elements of our

• Target opportunities for female leaders in key

work space to ensure an inclusion environment
has been created ie bathrooms

leadership positions within QRL leadership
structure, including the QRL Board.

• Guidance for clubs on how to manage transgender
players transitioning in competitions

IMMEDIATE (2020 - 2021)

ALL ABILITIES

• QRL to formalise affiliation with Wheelchair Rugby
League

• Formalise statewide eligibility criteria of children
with a disability (both physical and intellectual),
playing down age groups, in order to stay within
the game

• Forge strategic partnership with Allied Health to
support in the development of programs

• Communicate a minimum of six good new stories

• Join Sporting Wheelies as a member to gain

of rugby league providing an outlet to those
experiencing a disability annually

access to potential support, resources and
funding
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• Further education on All Abilities sector,
volunteers support forum, to assist in the
management of programs

2019 STATE RUGBY LEAGUE PROFILE
REFEREES

1805
Total Referees

1629

176

Males

Females

COACHES & REGISTERED VOLUNTEERS
13,030 Males

5884 Females

18,914
Total Coaches & Registered Volunteers

PLAYERS
SEQ

Central

Northern

Total

Male

23,049

18,545

11,975

54,550

Female

2672

2744

2004

7459

Total

25,721

21,289

13,979

62,009

Juniors

20,597

16,181

10,378

47,213

Seniors

5124

5107

3601

14,795
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Northern
13,979
Central
21,289
SEQ
25,721
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